The Berzsenyi Radio is an university radio station in Szombathely. It belongs to the West-Hungarian University, the programs are made by the students about the university life, the cultural life of the city and we have some talk shows too. You can listen our broadcasts, and read articles on the homepage of the radio.

My name is Ádám, and I'm 23 years old. I'm currently a student at Szombathely, studying communication and media. I work for the radio station of my university, called "Berzsenyi Rádió", and I'm the anchorman of Science and Technology. Somewhere along the line I got into "Lassan a Testtel", which is a show about Sports and Fitness. I support equality in all manner, especially sports. Because, even the soccer ball is two coloured.

peczelyadam@gmail.com

www.berzsenyiradio.hu